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ABSTRACT 
For which integers a does the transformation x ----t ax of the group R/Z admit a square root? A full 
answer is given within the category of all transformations of R/Z, that of algebraic endomorphisms 
and that of continuous functions. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Donald Newman [2] posed the following question: Given an integer a, consider 
the transformation M, : T + T, where T = R/Z is the circle group, given by 
M,(x) = ax, x E T. 
Does there exist a transformation S, : T + T such that S,’ = M,? 
Such an S,, if it exists, is called a square root of M,. Obviously, if a is a square, 
say a = b2, then S, = Mb is a square root of M,. Newman demonstrated by sim- 
ple means that M2 and M3 do not admit square roots, but noted that his method 
does not apply to Mg. 
Denote by Z+ the set of non-negative integers. The main result of this paper is: 
Theorem 1.1. Thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
1. M, admits a square root. 
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2. M, admits 2N distinct square roots. 
3. aE (4Z+l)U4Z+U{-1). 
The transformations A4, are quite special; they form continuous algebraic 
endomorphisms of the compact group T. One may ask whether M, has square 
roots possessing themselves either of these properties. We shall prove 
Theorem 1.2. M, does not have an algebraic endomorphism square root unless a is 
a square. 
Theorem 1.3. M, does not have a continuous square root unless a is a square. 
M, is also (for a # 0) a measure preserving transformation of T. Namely, de- 
noting by B the a-algebra of Bore1 sets in T and by /I the Haar measure on T, we 
have 
A E 8 =+ M,‘(A) E f3, AM,‘(A)) = P(A). 
It is natural to examine the possibility of finding a measure preserving square root 
of M,. In Proposition 1 we shall see that M-i does have such a root. Benjamin 
Weiss [4] proved that M, has a measure preserving square root if and only if Ial is 
a square. (Note that a measure preserving square root needs to be defined almost 
everywhere only, whereas in the categories considered above the square root has 
to be defined everywhere. This explains how M-4 can have a measure preserving 
square root while, by Theorem 1.1, it does not have a square root at all.) 
Another question which may be of interest is the existence of higher-order 
roots of M,. Some of the results in the sequel generalize straightforwardly to this 
setup (in particular see Proposition 3.2), but we have not tackled the problem in 
full. 
In Section 2, short proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 are provided. The proof of 
Theorem 1.1 is more tedious and is presented in Section 3. 
The author thanks the referee for his comments, which helped in clarifying a 
few points in the paper. 
2. ALGEBRAIC ENDOMORPHISM AND CONTINUOUS ROOTS 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose M, has a square root S, which is an algebraic 
endomorphism. For any prime p and positive integer e we have Sa( 1 /p 2e) = g/p 2e 
for an appropriate integer g. Thus on the one hand 
S,2(l/p2’) = g2/p2’; 
and on the other hand 
Si(l/~~~) = M,(l/p2’) = a/p2e. 
It follows that g2 E a (modp2”), from which we infer that the maximal power of 
p dividing a is even. Consequently, a = fb2 for a certain integer b. 
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Assume that a = -b2. Pick a prime p not dividing b. As before, write 
&(1/p) = g/p.Then 
g2/p = Si(l/p) = a/p = -b2/p 




for infinitely many primes (cf. [l, Th. 5-3]), this leads to a contradiction. Thus 
a = b2, which concludes the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume there exists a continuous square root S,. Denote 
by deg T the degree of a continuous transformation T of T (that is, roughly 
speaking, the number of times the circle is wrapped around itself under T, positive 
if T is orientation-preserving and negative otherwise; see any standard text in 
differential geometry, for example [3, p. 3731). Then: 
a = degA4, = deg(Si) = (degS,)2. 
This proves the theorem. q 
3. THE SET-THEORETICAL SETUP 
Theorem 1.1 will be established by a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. In Theorem 1.1, (1) =+ (3). 
Proof. We need to show that, if Ial > 2 and M, has a square root, then a E 
(42 + 1) u 4Z+. Start with the observation that, for any positive integer n, the 
number of points x E T satisfying a”x = x is la” - 11. By incluson-exclusion, the 
number of Ma-periodic points in T of period n is EdI n p(n/d) Ia d - 11, where p is 
the Mobius function. Denoting by 0, the number of periodic orbits of M, of 
length n we conclude that 
In particular 
(3.1) 02 = +((a’ - 1) - Ia - 11) = 
{ 
;t+-2;;;l I),2 “, s T2 1 
and 
(3.2) O‘j = $((a” - 1) - (a2 - 1)) = a2(a2 - 1)/4. 
Now in general it is evident that S,, if it exists, carries a periodic orbit of M, to a 
periodic orbit of equal length. If n is even, then it is readily observed that these two 
orbits ought to be distinct. We deduce that, for S, to exist, 0, has to be even for 
even n. The special case n = 2 yields, by (3.1), a @ (4Z+ + 2) u (4Z+ + 3) and 
a $ -4N U (-4N - I), while the case n = 4 shows, by (3.2), that a @ 42 + 2. A 
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routine verification reveals that these restrictions on a amount to those we need to 
obtain. This completes the proof. q 
Proposition 3.1. M-1 admits uncountably many square roots which are measure 
preserving. 
Proof. Take a countably infinite set A C (0, a] containing the point i. Put B = 
A~(-A)u(A-~)u(~-A).WriteA~(~-A)={xl,~2,...}.DefineS_1by: 
1 
7 -x xEB?l-+,;) 
Xl(X) = x- 4 x E BC n (b, a) 
-=2n x = &X2n_1, &=&l, n EN 
EX2n - 1 x = EXIT, E = fl, n E N. 
It is easy to check that S-1 is a well defined measure preserving transformation 
and that ST, = A4 _ 1. Since A can be chosen in uncountably many ways, this 
proves the proposition. q 
Denote by Q’ the set of rationals (i.e. torsion elements) in T, and put Z = T \ Q! 
For Ial > 2 (which is the more interesting part of Theorem l.l), we can char- 
acterize Q’ as the set of points of T whose Ma-orbit is eventually periodic. It fol- 
lows that, if S, exists, each of the sets Q’ and Z is &-invariant. Then the con- 
struction of S, naturally splits into two separate problems. The next proposition 
shows that constructing S, on Z is always possible. 
The restriction of a transformation T of T to a set A 2 T is denoted by T IA. 
Proposition 3.2. For any a E Z there exist 2N distinct transformations S : Z --f Z 
satisfying S2 = M, Iz. 
Proof. We confine ourselves to dealing with Ial > 2 (The cases a = - 1, 0,l are 
easier). Define an equivalence relation N on Z by: 
x N y iff a”x = any for some m,n E Z+. 
One immediately confirms that x - y iffy = a’x + r for a certain integer I and 
rational r whose denominator divides some power of a. In this representation, for 
negative 1 we first compute a’x in R, where x E T is identified with, say, the unique 
point above it in (- ;,;I, and then project to T. Note that the representation is 
unique. We conclude that each equivalence class is countably infinite, whence the 
set of all equivalence classes has the cardinality of the continuum. Write the latter 
set as a disjoint union Cl u C2 of sets of the same cardinality. From each equiva- 
lence class select a representative, thus obtaining sets R1 and R2 corresponding to 
Cl and C2, respectively. (Note that here we use the axiom of choice.) Letf be a l-l 
correspondence from RI to R2. Define: 
S(a’x + r) = 
a’f (x) + r x E RI 
a(a’f -l(x) + r) x E Rz. 
Our discussion implies that S is a well-defined transformation of 1, and evidently 
S2 = M, II. Since already the set RI can be chosen in NON = 2” distinct ways, this 
process produces 2N transformations obeying the required property. This com- 
pletes the proof. •! 
The problem of constructing S,, or even 2N distinct &‘s, has thus been 
reduced to that of constructing a single transformation S : Q ’ + Q ’ such that 
S2 = M, Ia,. For a = - 1, 0,l this is effortlessly accomplished (the idea in the first 
of these cases being similar to that in the proof of Proposition 3.1), and we shall 
henceforth deal solely with ]a] > 2. Let P be the set of all primes not dividing a. 
Denote by Z(aoo) the subgroup of Q ’ consisting of all those elements whose order 
divides some power of a and by Z(P-) the subgroup of those whose order is 
relatively prime to a. Z(P-) is nothing but the set of all Ma-periodic points. 
Consequently, if S, exists it must leave Z(Pm) invariant. There seems to be no 
reason in advance for Z(aclc) to be &-invariant as well. We claim, however, 
that if transformations U : Z(Pm) + Z(Pm) and V : Z(am) -+ Z(am) can be 
found with U* = M, Izcpmj and V* = M, Izpj, then a transformation W : 
Q’ + Q’with W* = M, IQ I can also be found. In fact, we just need to notice that 
Q = Z(P-) ~3 Z(am) and define W by 
W(x+y) = U(x) + V(Y), x E Z(P-), y E Z(a-). 
It is therefore natural to look for such U and K 
Denote: 
(3.3) On=Cp(n/d)]ad-lI, n>l. 
din 
Lemma 3.2. If a E (42 + 1) U 4N, then u, is divisible by 2n for any even n. 
Proof. We may assume a # 1. As noted in the proof of Lemma 3.1, a,, is the 
number of Ma-periodic points of period n, whence it is certainly divisible by n. 
Thus, letting n = 2fpf’ . .pF (f > 1) be the factorization of n, we need to prove 
that 2f+’ g,, We distinguish between two cases: 
(i) a E kN: 
According to [l, Th. 6-51: 
(3.4) on = C &ld)(ad - 1) = C p(n/d)ad. 
din din 
Since p(n/d) = 0 if d is not divisible by 2f-I, each term on the right hand side of 
(3.4) is divisible by 4 2f-’ Nowf < 2 f - ’ for any positive integer J; and therefore 
2f+i I4f I 42’-’ I a,. 
(ii) a E 42 + 1. 
For any d with p(n/d) # 0 we have 2 fp ’ d and consequently for a suitable I , 
odd al 
ad = a:‘-’ E 1 (mod 2ft1), 
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which immediately gives 2 f + ’ 1 u,,. 
This completes the proof. q 
Proposition 3.3. Zf a E (42 + 1) U 4N, then there exists a transformation 
U : Z(P-) --+ Z(P-) such that U* = M, jzCPSj. 
Proof. Write Z(P-) = U,“=, R,, where R, is the set of all Ma-periodic points of 
period n. For x E R,, where n is odd, set U(x) = a(“’ l)izx. For even n, the pre- 
ceding lemma shows that the number of Ma-periodic orbits of length n is even. 
Consequently, for some I we may write 
R,={x;,j,k:l<i<l, O<j<n-1, k=O,l}, 
whereaXi,j,k = Xi,j+l (modn),k, 1 5 i 5 I,0 5 j 5 n - 1, k = 0,l. Define: 
Xi, j, 1 k=O 
u(Xi, j,k) = 
Xi,j+ 1 (modn),O k = 1. 
It is readily verified that U fulfills the required properties. This proves the prop- 
osition. 0 
Proposition 3.4. For any odd integer a there exists a mapping V : Z(a-) + 
Z(am) with V2 = A4, IzCamj. 
Proof. Any x E Z(a-) \ (0) has a unique representation of the form 
X = 5 Xj/a’ (k > 1, 0 5 Xj 5 Ial - 1 t/l < j < k, xk # 0). 
j=l 
Employing this representation we define: 
x+ I4 - 1 
k lsxk<q 
V(x) = a(xl” lal - 1 ) b-4- 1 .- 2ak 2 5 Xk 5 Ial - 1 
l0 x = 0. 
It is straightforward to check that V* = M, IzCaa), which proves the proposi- 
tion. q 
It remains to construct V for a E 4N. Write a = 2epf’ ‘p,?, and putpo = 2 and 
eo = e. Since Z(a”) = @jzoZ(pioo), it suffices to produce transformations 
Vi : Z(p,“) + Z(p,“) such that Vi2 = AI, Izbwj, 0 < i < r; once this has been 
accomplished we define 
V 6Xi 
( > 
= 2 Vi(Xi), (XiEZ(pp), 0IiI:r). 
i=O i=O 
This is carried out in the following two lemmas. Not surprisingly, the prime 
po = 2 is treated slightly differently than the odd primes. 
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Lemma 3.3. For each 1 < i I: r, M, admits a square root of Z(p,“). 
Points x E Z(pj”) \ (0) will be represented in the form x = ET= 1 xj/p,‘, where 
k> l,O<xj<p;-lforl 5 jI,kandxk#O. 
Proof. We exhibit a square root for, say, i = 1. Set al = a/p;‘. Let G be the 
subgroup generated by al of the multiplicative group (Z/p, Z)* of Z/p, Z. We 
deal separately with two possibilities: 
(i) G is of odd order. 
Clearly, - 1 $.Z G. The cosets of G in (Z/p1 Z)* can therefore be listed in pairs; to 
any coset bG we correspond the coset -bG. Taking one out of each pair we attain 
a set E such that al E = E and (Z/p1 Z)’ = E u (-E), the union being disjoint. 
Define: 
(ii) G is of even order. 
Let G2 be the subgroup of G generated by a:. Then G = G2 U al Gz, where the 
union is disjoint. We correspondingly decompose each coset of G. The process 
yields a decomposition (Z/pZ)* = E u al E. Let D be the set of those non-nega- 
tive integers congruent to one of the members 0, 1, . , el - 1 modulo 2ei. Define: 
p;'x (kEDAxkEE)V(k~DAxk~E) 
Vi(X) = alx (k E D A xk @ E) V (k @ D A xk E E) 
0 x = 0. 
In both cases V: = M, IziaWJ, which completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.4. M, admits a square root on Z(pr). 
Proof. If a/2e - 1 (mod 4) define 
-2x x&i = 0 
Vo(x) = -(a/2)X Xk- 1 = 1 
0 x=0,;, 
while if a/2’ - 3 (mod 4) define 
(2)kAXk_1 =o)V(2jk/b_1 = 1) 
(2lkAxk_, =l)V(2]kAxk_1 =o) 
x=0, ;. 
One confirms easily that in each case VO satisfies the required properties. This 
proves the lemma. IJ 
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The results proved in this section, taken together, furnish a complete proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 
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